
Forex Expert Adviser   Just sleep and earn money! Open an account
set our expert adviser and you will be rich Automatic forex system
Automatic software forex You can exploit your forex account to over
XXXX% profit in one year! Just 200 copies for sale! Do You Want to
Gain Each and Every Month? Automatic and Unlimited Profits into
your Bank Account!   I am sure that you see such advertisement
slogans on the internet websites. How we can understand these
claims are correct or fake? To find a profitable you need to analyze
various statistics such as maximum loss drawdown, profit ratios and
the risk-to-reward ratio just on real account and live performance. It
is false idea if you think that with expert advisor you will not lose
your forex trading account you can lose all of your money even with a
robot that displays good statistics. If you look at most famous
profitable expert advisor, you will see that after a period of time they
become unprofitable because market don’t move on specify rules
check mql championship website: https://championship.mql5.com/
You can see in expert advisors war a lot of expert advisors lose their
account. Is EA back test calculable? To answer this question, I can
show you the simple way First open a real account then run your EA
on your desire symbol and wait for a week (minimum) then go to
strategy tester in your Meta Trader software and back test previous
week with same setting and same time frame the back test result
should be the same as your real forward test with a little difference
because on real account we have slippage too if the result was not
same you can’t count on your expert advisor back test. To be
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